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Abstract— SAY is a laser level which eliminates temporary adjustments of level, and allows users to make plot surveys or 
marking countours a one step job. This product in very cheap comparitively than the traditional dumpy level or other levels. 
And has a very wide scope of uses. It is also very easy to use. And also it is self Leveling. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper is about a new device called SAY which 
can be used for surveying. SAY is replacable to 
dumpy level, autolevel, even theodolite. SAY is now 
in concept planning phase, but it has proved to be a 
very cheap and promising device. And its failure is 
not much as its design is very easy as there is almost 
none complication its probability of failure is very 
low. It also is very easy to use and even a normal 
person without much knowledge can use this device 
with ease. 
The best feature that SAY provides is that its 
centering is easy and it doest need any leveling and it 
needs change point very less only when the elevation 
is more than device height.and it ranges till 500m 
radius thus it becomes very easy to do a plot survey 
thus it takes very less efforts.and its making cost 
about 1500inr thus it when sold in market will cost 
about 4000inr which is comparitivly very less to 
dumpy level (120000inr) and its use is very easy. 
SAY also provides horizontal distances between 
points without actually taking the instrument there by 
just a minor adjustments and an engineer. This also 
have a wide scope in updating and modefying the 
gadget. 
 
MAKING 
This device starting from the bottom, this device is 
supported on the cylenders 4 in number.  
These cylinders would be hollow in structure and 
connected by flexible pipes in the bottom which will 
enable a smooth flow of water between the cylinders. 
Thus when kept on ground these legs support will 
stand erect and which half filled with water thus 
when kept will automatically with the use of gravity 
will match the same level of water and then will just 
keep a stand on it which supports a platform which 
will be leveled with ease without any procedure by 
just keeping it on the ground and as it has no 
technology used it cant fail. 
Then comes the part above the platform this consists 
of a laser at the bottom which is exactly 
perpendicular to the center of the device facing 
downwards thus it will show the exact plumb point 
and thus centering can be done very easily. And then 
over the platform there will be a device which emits 

multiple lasers or a beam of laser line and thus the 
line would be parallel to the datum line with the help 
of gravity. Thus this emited ray will show us the 
elivation thus whenever we need to survey the 
elivations of a plot all we need to do is keep 
theinstrument anywhere in the area and then just to 
take a staff and just place it anywhere and the emited 
laser will fall on the staff and will give us a reading 
which we can use. This will also enable us to visually 
seethe contour lines of the area around us and if the 
ground is concave then we can see the total contour 
lines of plot with our eyes. 
Thus it saves our time of centering , leveling, 
focusing and the best part is multiple surveyors can 
work ata time at different areas using only one 
instrument and different staffs and it also enables to 
work at night. 
There is also another making which consistsof a tube 
which has a laser beam emiter freely suspended in it 
and it will let usdo the same work very easily. 
Also it cosists of 2 laser placed horizontally and again 
2 lasers placed vertically hinged with pivot to 
theodolite angle measuring scales thus we get 
accuracy upto 20seconds (1 degree is made up of 60 
minute and 1 minute is made of 60 seconds) 
Thus this placement enables us to use it as a angle 
mesuring tube also as extention the laser plate will 
consist  not only straight but 30-60 degree angle thus 
it us a good replacement to even a theodolite and give 
us accurate measurements in seconds.  
 
USING 
The using of SAY is very easy all we need to do is 
keep the instrument at not mandatory but at higher 
height point and start the power I.e. turn on the device 
thus it will display a thin but distinct laser visible on 
the object (we cant see the trajectory) and after this 
any number of surveyors can just hold a staff keep it 
wherever they wish and they will get a reading on 
staff clearly visible thus no need of estimation or 
focusing. 
Thats it thus we are saved from time for centering, 
leveling and focusing also adjusting crosshair thus the 
survey work is just work of a couple of minutes. 
Also for angle measurements all we need to do is the 
base plate's laser we need to point it at initial object 
from where we want to take an angle and the upper 
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plate's laser to final point thus it becomes just very 
easy to use same follows to the vertical 
measurements. 
The only thing is that we need to keep the instrument 
untouched for whole operation and with this 
instrument we can get all the reading in matter of 
seconds and SAY can prove to be really promising 
and useful gadget for Civil engineers. 
This device also enables us to take the horizontal 
distances from instrument to any station without 
actually going to point as we do it on theodolite. Also 
there is a wide scope in improvement of amenities in 
SAY! 

 
 
This method will work with SAY- 
If you are using an auto (dumpy) level you will need 
an assistant to hold the staff.  You won't need one if 
you have SAY as you set it up and take the readings 
yourself, but the principle is the same.Find a clear 
stretch of open ground and mark on it two fixed 
points that are minimum of 100 metres apart.  You 
must be able to find the same exact spot for the staff 
at least twice.Set up the level so that you will be able 
to do the readings without swinging the level too 
much, as in the top example, then take the two 
readings at "A" and "B".  Then subtract the height at 
"B" from the height at "A".  Let's say in this case the 
difference is 132mm.Move and set up the level 
again between points "A" and "B".  Take the two 
readings again, this time you will have to swing the 
instrument through 180 of so degrees.  Measure the 
difference between the two readings again.  It should 
be the same as before, in our example it is 132mm.  If 
the difference varies, say by 10mm then your level is 
out 5mm in 100 metres.  Don't get too critical and 
worry about a couple of millimetres, you can very 
rarely achieve that accuracy in the actual construction 
work anyway. You just need to satisfy yourself that 
the level is not a mile out.This way gives a worst case 
measurement. From almost no movement of the level 
to a full 180 turn of the level to get the 
readings.When you do an important set out check the 
level first.  Even if it is a Laser level that you have 
just Bought.Unless to have a really old level with two 
long bubbles at right angles to each other, you will 
have an automatic level.  It will have a small circular 
glass bubble. .Don't go to extremes trying to get the 
bubble spot on, near enough is OK as the machine 
sets itself level if you get it into the ballpark.With a 

dumpy, keep your hands off it apart from a light 
touch to adjust it.  Don't lean on it! up out of the way 
of working machinery,Also there is a very less 
Chance of the Instrument not being levelled as it 
Doesn’t Depend on any sensors, it levels 
mechanically with help of basic physics and gravity, 
thus it is trustable and not too deflected, 
Adjustments which needs to be Done on Dumpy 
and Not on SAY- 
Adjustments which are performed at each set up of 
level trial to the actual work of taking observation 
called as temporary adjustment. Ones the instrument 
is permenantally adjustment than at each new 
position level is temporary adjustment in following 
operation to set axis of rotation process is also known 
as setting temporary adjustment for dumpy level are 
a)    Setting up level 
b)   Leveling of level 
c)    Focusing and elemenation of parallax 
Diagram

Procedure of temporary adjustments-Setting up 
level 
In this operation first of all the level was taken out 
from box by holding in right hand and dumpy level is 
fixed at the top of tripod by turning round only the 
leveling head with the left hand. Length of tripod 
stand where spread in such a way so that level 
remains stable. Then the level screws were brought in 
the centre of their run and adjustment the height of 
instrument by moving the length so that levelle or 
level man to take reading easily.Leveling of level 
Telescope was turn so that it should be paralled to 
two legs pressed into the ground by third leg the 
longitudinal bubble was brought to the centre 
approximately and at this stage third leg was pressed 
into the ground. Accurate adjustment of level was 
done by moving telescope parallel to any pair of foot 
screw and applying the rule right in and left out 
moved the foot screw inward or outward and brought 
the bubble of longitudinal level in centre than 
telescope was moved 900 any clockwise manner so 
that it was exactly over the third foot screw. Here the 
bubble was placed the centre by its third foot screw 
by applying same rule. 
Focusing and elemenation of parallax 
Apparent movement of image of an object with 
respect to cross hair when image from by object glass 
does not falled in plane of dyform is called as 
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parallax. It was tested by moving the eye up and 
down in case image fixed to cross-hair on movement 
of eye there is no parallax on the other hand it image 
goes same direction as that of eye there is parallax 
which is removed by focusing the eye piece of object 
tube a sheet of white paper present in front of object 
glass and seen to eye piece and by adjusting the eye 
piece in handout in its sockets. The crosshair wear 
made disting and clear.Thus using SAY will make the 
above mentioned Job eleminated thus will save upto 
10mins on each point. 
 
FEATURES OF SAY- 
Plot Survey- 
SAY is specially designed for Plot surveys, as it has 
the capablity to emit a distinct laser levelled beam 
and thus all the surveyor needs to do is setup SAY 
 
 

 
 
And Start Levelling and taking levels, Thus after 
Instrument is Set a plot can be divided in sectors as 
shown in above fig. and Mulitiple people can start 
working at once Eg. In Fig. where Red Dot is 
suggesting that Say is there, one peson can start 
taking levels at Red part Simultaneously another 
Person can start taking levels at Blue Area, and 
simultaneously another person can take levels of 
Yellow area, thus the Job which was to be Done 1-1 
point could be done tremendously Fast and Due to 
Simultaneously working it directly divides the time 
needed by 3 also no need of focusing on each point 
just place and measure will also Save a Lot of Time. 
 
Advantages  
It doesnt need setting It doesnt need leveling This 
doesnt need centering methodology It stime saving 
Cheap Mutiple people can work at single time 
We can work even in scarce sunlight availiblity 
We can also visibly see the contour lines 
Enables us to even work with other same instruments 
by just changing the laser colour no strain to eyes 
We can start the job we left early the next day from 
that very point and at same RL which cant be done on 
a theodolite 
Indoor Applications of SAY  

 Align and plumb your walls 
 Leveling floors 

 Attach your laser to a wall or ceiling mount 
for easy drop ceiling installation 

 Easily check door or window heights 
 Installing drop ceilings 
 Install chair rails and wainscoting in your 

home 
 Align shelves, cabinets and trim 
 Use a tripod for easy installation and 

alignment of cabinets, chair rails, etc 
Limitations 
Can’t use instrument with great clearity during 
afternoon for 4hours max during sunny day Cant use 
during rain Cant use during great winds Cant use 
during foggy days can’t use when ground is shaking 
Only for SMALL SCALE use! Extension is needed 
for angle measurements.  
Cannot be used for Steep Slopes where more Change 
point is required as the Instrument cannot emit Beam 
Inclined. 
Outdoor Applications of SAY  

 Any type of basic surveys 
 Lasers easily check and level posts and 

beams on decks, fences and porches 
 Masonry alignment 
 Site layout 
 Easily check land elevations 
 Lasers with a slope capability can set grade 

for proper drainage and irrigation 
 Align fences, posts and decks 
 Establishing grades 
 Contour farming or drainage 

 
SELF-LEVELING AND AUTOMATIC-
LEVELING LASERS 
A self-leveling laser automatically finds and 
maintains a level within a specified range. Some 
lasers have a bubble vial and you perform rough 
leveling and then the laser itself will take over and do 
the fine leveling. Or, some you get the laser set up 
and somewhat close to being level, and then the laser 
will level itself. And, many self or auto-leveling laser 
levels will continue to level itself if the setup or 
platform becomes jarred accidentally. And, many 
times they will shut themselves off if they get out of 
level by say 3% or 5% in an attempt to stop you from 
using the beam as a reference. Also, you should note 
that some lasers advertise themselves to be 
Automatic-Leveling. Please be aware that the terms 
self-leveling and automatic-leveling can mean 
different things. The terms "self leveling" and 
"automatic leveling" tend to conflict one another if 
you're new to laser terminology. Most Self-Leveling 
Lasers have an internal Pendulum that does the 
leveling. And some that are called Automatic-
Leveling Lasers have electronic servo motors that do 
all of the leveling. But SAY is designed to be 
SelfLeveling that too on a mechanical base NOT by 
using GYROSCOPE! 
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FUTURE UPDATES OF PAPER (Scope of 
Development) 
We can make the instrument leveled with the help of 
entc engineering make it leveled easily. There are 
products in market using this principle and thus its 
well used component.also taking readings would be 
done in digital form and thus we can get a 3d image 
in our device and wecan work very visibly.and no 
need for office work all would be done on site thus 
there would be all done and we can easily print whole 
sheet thus it becomes a matter of few minutes. Also 
the readings would be taken on staff I.e. also the staff 
would have sensors thus by just clicking button then 
it would take reading thus all we will need to do is 
just keep the staff and press button thus we dont even 
need to take the reading it would be taken 
automatically. 
 
SIMILAR PRODUCTS IN MARKET 
There are products in market using same principle but 
all are used for indoor work I.e. hammering nails in 
straight line in walls 
And also for site work instead of line dori enabling us 
to use it for symetring a structure. 
But SAY works for a totally different use i.e. for 
survey works. 
The other laser levels in market just provide like a 
laser dumpy which is of not much use unlike SAY, 

 
DEWALT DW087K Horizontal and Vertical Self-
Leveling Line Laser  
 

 
Black & Decker BDL100AV All-In-One SureGrip 
Laser Level  

 
Johnson Level and Tool 40-0921 Self-Leveling Cross 
Line Laser Level Kit Johnson Level & Tool The Self-

Leveling Cross-Line Laser Level emits cross line 
lasers, projecting one cross-line beam, consisting of 
one horizontal line and one vertical line. 360deg 
graduated base allows angle layout.  

 
Bosch GPLL5 Pen Line Laser Level Includes Line 
Laser Level - GPLL5, Mounting Plate, Adhesive 
Mounting Strips, (2) Thumb Nail Mounts, (2) AAA 
Batteries  

 
Black & Decker BDL190S BullsEye Auto-Leveling 
Interior Line Laser / Stud Sensor Combination Tool  
Bulls EYE auto leveling laser line AND stud finder 
*Patented auto-leveling technology *2 tools in 1 auto 
leveling laser level and stud sensor *Auto-leveling 
laser levels automatically without 
 

 
Fig- Laser Level 
 
COMPONENTS- 
4 Cylinders- To act as Mould, in which liquid will 
level and settle, 
Tripod- A tripod is a portable three-legged frame, 
used as a platform for supporting the weight and 
maintaining the stability of SAY. 
Clamps- to Clamp the Platform after its level 
Platform- the Base on Which Lasers are to be set up 
and which needs to be Levelled. 
Mould- It’s a structure used to Store the Batteries and 
The Lasers in Correct Place 
Bubble tube- To Give Exact Idea of the Working 
Condition of Leveling Mechanism 
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Batteries- Lithium Ion Batteries of 10000MaH are 
used (Zero Hour Batteries)  
Laser- Industrial Laser to Emit Laser Beam 
Focusing Lense- It converts a single dot into a Beam 
Level Staff- To interpret elevation of certain point 
Laser Plumb- to get on ground Point of Instrument 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This device does’nt use a single new invention all it 
uses is the combination of all the proven and totally 
in use in day to day life principles all components in 
this device are totally used earlier all it is just 
combination of different components. And this device 
sounds promising but the eradication of problem of 
not be using during day is totally wrong as people are 
only aware of normally used by children to play 
which works on very low voltage batteries but all the 
batteries use in this are of high voltage rechargable 
LITHIUM ION batteries and the lasers used are 

strong and distinct and they produce a line of beam 
which covers 45-120 degrees of area or even 
customised to 360 degrees. Thus one just needs to 
settle the device and start the survey work.  
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